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Introduction 

• As part of its research remit, IAB Europe conducts Mediascope 
Europe, widely recognised as the industry standard consumer 
research study on the European media landscape. 

• It is a unique example of cross industry collaboration, led by IAB 
Europe and supported by many leading media companies, local 
IABs and other trade associations. 

• Established in 2003, Mediascope Europe launched its 8th wave of 
research in 2012. 

• An Omnibus + Online methodology was used across 28 countries 
totalling 51,700 interviews. 
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Background 

• Mediascope Europe is a comprehensive media consumption study 
covering the diverse European market with over 50,000 consumer 
interviews.  

• The broad aim of this study is to capture the different ways in which 
consumers are developing across Europe and assess their similarities and 
differences  

→ Identify changing media consumption patterns 

→ Evolution of media multi-tasking and emerging and evolving online media 

→ Video consumption, social media and e-commerce 
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Coverage and Methodology 

• Fieldwork took place in 28 
markets in February 2012 

• An Omnibus + Online 
methodology was used 
across all countries totalling 
51,700 interviews 

• The application of quotas 
ensured that representative 
samples were achieved in 
each Market 

→ Quotas on age, gender, 
education and regional 
distribution were applied 
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About this Bulletin 

Advertising professionals often still categorise the consumer 
according to traditional perceptions. This Bulletin reveals hidden 
insights about the multi-faceted media habits of consumers across 
Europe including video consumption, multi-tasking, attitudes to 
branding, e-commerce and mobile use. 
 
The data comes from IAB Europe’s Mediascope Europe 2012 
study. For further information please contact: 
mediascope@iabeurope.eu  
 

mailto:mediascope@iabeurope.eu


KEY STATS 
 
Let’s with start with some key 
facts about Europeans media 
use… 
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Europeans online… 

426.9m Europeans 

are online  

 

That’s 65% of the 

European population 

 

Online penetration 
 since 2010 

has increased by 19% 

 

Base (Omnibus): All European respondents (n=22,918) 
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Age profile of the online European population 

16-24 
20.8% 

25-34 
23.2% 

35-44 
21.0% 

45-54 
17.5% 

55-64 
10.6% 

65+  
6.85% 

Base (Omnibus): All European Internet users (n=15,290) 
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Gender profile of the online European population 

48% 

52% 

Base (Omnibus): All European Internet users (n=15,290) 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=male+stick+figures+clip+art&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=4OqkJQSxlrnXxM&tbnid=Hm4WS_uNzQc_rM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clker.com/clipart-95003.html&ei=HppdUcnwEtGA0AXIqYGwAg&bvm=bv.44770516,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNEkWM6voiSATb4OguhiXWmqkXbOGQ&ust=1365175196197302
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Europeans time spent per media 

Online 14.8hrs 15% 
Since 2010* 

Radio 12.7hrs 

Newspapers  4.6hrs 2% 
Since 2010* 

Magazines 4.0hrs 3% 
Since 2010* 

TV 16.8hrs 11% 
Since 2010* 

Base (Omnibus): All European who use: TV (n=21,899), Radio (n=15,702) Magazines 
(n=11,291), Newspapers (n=14,925) All internet (n=15,262) 



TECHNOLOGY UPTAKE 
ACROSS EUROPE 
 
Technology is driving the way 
Europeans consume media 
and interact with brands… 
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of all Europeans own a Smartphone 
 

6 in 10 people in the UK own a 

smartphone 

44% 

of all Europeans own a mobile phone with 
Internet access  68% 

Base (Online): All Europe respondents  (n=28,179)  

Ownership of internet enabled mobiles has increased by 42% since 2010 
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of over 35s own a smartphone 20% 

of under 35s own a smartphone 60% 

Smartphones are used in all age groups 

Base (Online): All Europe respondents  (n=28,179)  
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50.9 million Europeans use a Tablet to go online 
and spend  

9.3 hours a week accessing the internet on them 

Base: (Omnibus) All respondents n=22,918 

All who use tablets to access the internet, n=1,683 
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in Norway 26% 
of internet users access the internet via tablets 12% 
in the UK 25% 

in Italy 19% 
in Switzerland 16% 

Base: (Omnibus) All internet users ( n=15,290) 



MUMS ARE TOO BUSY 
 
Do Mums have time to 
engage in a broad range of 
digital activities? 
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69% of European Mums are online and spend 

13.8 hours a week online  

Base (Omnibus): All European respondents (n=22,918), 

All Women With Children respondents (n=4,703) 
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The Internet makes managing their lifestyle easier 

61% say they are able to choose better 
products/services since going online 

can manage their finances better 47% 
can book holidays/ make travel arrangements 
more easily 45% 

can better equip themselves for lifestyle 
changes  29% 

Base (Online): All Europe internet users n=27,446; All Women With Children internet users 
n=5,288 



SILVER SURFERS 
 
Are the older generation 
interested in the digital 
world? 
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Silver Surfers are embracing the internet almost as much as the average European 

Base (Online): All European internet users, n=27,446; Adult 55+  internet users n=6,287 
All adults 55+ using the internet whilst watching TV OR watching TV whilst using the 

internet, n=3,55 

70% of adults aged 55+ are online 
during TV prime time 

 

40% of adults 55+ go online while they 
watch TV 

 

79% use email daily 

 

37% use social networks daily 

 

84% have made purchases online 

 

58% of adults 55+ own an internet 
enabled mobile  
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Silver Surfers media consumption is moving online 

77% visit news sites 

listen to the radio online 31% 

listen to music online 29% 

Online activities carried out NET daily/weekly/monthly 
Site types visit NET daily/weekly/monthly 

Base (Online): All European internet users, n=27,446; Adult 55+  internet users n=6,287 
 

watch TV online 34% 

watch live events online 31% 

watch films online 29% 



MEDIA MULTI-TASKING 
 
Can people focus on more 
than one thing at a time? 
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Almost half of Europeans go online while they watch TV 

48% are online while they watch TV 

go online via a Mobile while they watch TV 11% 
Europeans are online for a third of their TV viewing 
time 1/3 

Base: (Online) All who watch TV n=25,422, All who go online while they watch TV n=17,935 
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In some countries over half of their population go online while they watch TV 

70% 

68% 

62% 59% 

59% 

58% 

58% 

57% 
56% 

56% 

54% 

53% 

52% 

Base: (Online) All respondents who watch TV, n=25,422 
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Media multi-tasking TV and Online is part of Europeans every day lives 

06:00-10:00: 

11% 

10:00-17:30 

27% 

17:30-21:00 

60% 

21:00-06:00 

29% 

Base (Online): All who go online while they watch TV (n=17,935) 

 



THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS 
THE AVERAGE EUROPEAN 
CONSUMER 
 
So what is Europe using the 
internet for? 
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Greek internet users blog nearly 

100% more than the EU average 

Italians are blogging 34% more 
then the average EU internet user 

Dutch internet users contribute to 
ratings and reviews and provide 

feedback on products/services over 

100% more then the EU average 

Base (Online): All European Internet users: (n=27,446);  
All Greek Internet users (n=986); All Dutch Internet users (n=980); All Italian Internet users 

(n=997)  
Based on NET Daily/Weekly/Monthly use 

To express opinions… 
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To express opinions… 

Almost 100% of internet users 

in the Czech Republic use Email 

Over 90% of Portuguese 
internet users use professional 

social networks which is 28% 
more than the EU average 

Base (Online): All European Internet users: (n=27,446) 
All Czech Republic Internet users (n=985); All Portuguese Internet users (n=994)  

Based on NET Daily/Weekly/Monthly use 
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For traditional media activities… 

Bulgarian internet users use personal 

Social Networks 23% more than the 
average European internet user 

Romanian internet users use instant 

messaging 60% more than the average 

European internet user 

Bulgarians use the internet to make 

telephone calls (Skype / ISP) 89% more 

than the average European internet user 

Base (Online): All European Internet users: (n=27,446)  
All Romanian Internet users (n=989); All Bulgarian Internet users (n=968) 

Based on NET Daily/Weekly/Monthly use 
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Ukrainian internet users use download 

music over 100% more than the 

average European internet user 

Poles listen to the radio online 50% 
more than the average European 
internet user 

Serbian internet users listen to music 

online 54% more than the average 
European internet user 

Base (Online): All European Internet users: (n=27,446)  
All Ukrainian Internet users (n=989); All Serbian Internet users (n=907); All Polish Internet 

users (n=990) 
Based on NET Daily/Weekly/Monthly use 

For traditional media activities… 
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Ukrainians spend the most 
time online: 20 hours per 

week followed by Romania 
who spend 18.6 hours per 
week and Turkey spending 

18.3 hours per week 

Base (omnibus): All European Internet users (n=15,262) 
All Ukrainian Internet users (n=989); All Romanian Internet users (n=989); All 

Turkish Internet users (n=985) 
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The Internet influences 
people’s perceptions of 
brands and products, 
although this could be 
further maximised 

The Internet is increasingly 
becoming the choice for 
consumption of other media – TV, 
radio, newspapers 

Accessing the internet is no 
longer solely via traditional 
computer with people 
accessing more and more 
via mobiles, tablets and 
games consoles 

Increasingly people are watching TV 
and using the internet at the same 
time, growing tablet ownership 
levels will only drive this media 
convergence higher 

Accessing the data 

Find out more from IAB 
Europe or your local IAB 

Subscribe and access 
Mediascope data! 

Executive Summary and 
Data Presentations 

Data in planning tools – e.g. 
Choices, Telmar and IMS 

Clear Decisions 
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From Bulletin to Full Report: To purchase the Full Report  or 
more information on Mediascope please contact: 
mediascope@iabeurope.eu 
 
To sign up for membership if you are not already a member: 
http://www.iabeurope.eu/join-us.aspx 
 
For more information about Mediascope and specific data 
requests please contact mediascope@iabeurope.eu  
 
Follow for updates 

 @IABEurope #Mediascope  

 IAB Europe Research 
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